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Porsche Macan GTS Facelift  

 Stainless Steel Sports Upper Grille Set 
 

Kit Contents: - 
 

1. off Upper LH Side Grille 
1. off Upper Centre Grille 

1. off Upper RH Side Grille 
3. off No6 x 1” screws 

2. off No6 x ¾” screws 
  

YouTube Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmTncTTtu4o 

 
Upper Mesh Outer Grille Fitting Instructions (Please fit the grilles in this order) 
 

1. Fit masking tape just around the edges of the apertures to protect the 
paintwork while fitting. 

2. 1st locate the inner edge of the grille into position and feed the outer 
edge bracket behind aperture ensuring the bracket has hooked behind 

the aperture as shown in fig 1. 
3. Using a long screwdriver push the outer clips down ensuring they 

locate behind the aperture fig 2. 

4. Once brackets are in position make sure grille in centralized and the 
insert the screw and fasten to the car (Do not over tighten). 

5. Repeat steps1, 2 and 3 to the opposite grille. 

6. Remove the tape and the grilles are now complete. 
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Fig 3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmTncTTtu4o
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Upper Mesh Centre Grille Fitting Instructions 
 

1. Fit masking tape just around the edges of the apertures to protect the 

paintwork while fitting. 
2. 1st locate the upper edge of the grille into position and feed the lower 

edge in ensuring all the brackets has hooked behind the aperture as 

shown in fig 1. 
3. Using a long screwdriver push the inner clips down ensuring they 

locate behind the aperture fig 2. 

4. Once brackets are in position make sure grille in centralized and the 
insert the screw and fasten to the car (Do not over tighten). 

5. Remove the tape and the grilles are now complete. 
 


